
DRAFT - 17/07/2015 

NON CONFIDENTIAL MINUTES 
MINUTES OF CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TEAM HELD ON 17 JUNE 2015 
 
Present: Des Prichard, Chief Fire Officer and Chief Executive  
 Gary Walsh, Deputy Chief Fire Officer 
 Gary Ferrand, Assistant Chief Fire Officer 
 Cheryl Rolph, Assistant Chief Officer (POD/SCC) 
 Andy Reynolds, Director of Prevention & Protection  
 Mark O’Brien, Director of Response & Resilience 
 Duncan Savage, Treasurer to the Fire Authority 
 Doug Marshall, Executive Support Officer 
 Sue Stanton, Personal Assistant 
 
Apologies: None 
 
  Action 
108/15 Minutes of the Meeting held 21 May 2015 

 
The non-confidential minutes of the meeting held on 21 May 2015 were 
approved as an accurate record. 
 

 

109/15 Matters Arising 
 
71/15 Firefighter Pension Scheme 2015 – CFO noted that Clair Alcock had 
given a helpful presentation at the recent CFOA People’s Summit in 
Nottingham.  TFA indicated that he had been in contact with Clair with a view 
to hosting a visit in the future as it was important for ESFRS to be clear on the 
facts.   
 

 

110/15 Action Points from Matrix 
 
174/14 Light Fleet Review ACFO stated that further work in this area was 
required and would bring an update back to the July CMT meeting.  
 
07/15a LGPS Pensions Discretions (Consultation) DCFO advised that 
responses to this consultation had been received from APFO Regional Reps 
and FOA, who had subsequently been supplied with a policy document for 
consideration. HoHR would follow up with FBU and Unison and ensure the 
latest information was provided.  A meeting had been arranged which would 
progress the proposed policies being included into a report for the Sept Policy 
& Resources Panel.  
 
23/15 Revenue Budget & Capital Programme Monitoring (Norman v Cheshire) 
TFA advised that a meeting was planned for 30 June 2015 to progress, 
resolve and make clear the next steps with regards to Norman v Cheshire, 
following external legal advice.  TFA would share the latest legal advice 
following that meeting and update CMT in July. 
 
90/15 Revenue Budget & Capital Programme Monitoring (L&OD Plan) 
ACO(POD) stated that a review of the process and content of reports would be 
brought to CMT in October.  ACO(POD) had meet with HoL&OD regarding the 
L&OD plan and available resourcing in order to  provide clarity on  the targets 
and match them against the spending plans.  ACO(POD) made a request for 
managers to meet with HoL&OD to discuss their own spending plans. 
 
97/15 Fire Authority Follow Up Actions & Forthcoming Agendas ACO(POD) 
confirmed that a new CMT and Fire Authority reporting template had been 
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introduced from this month and the Fire Authority Forward Planner would be 
finalised and uploaded onto the intranet.  Action complete. 
 

111/15 Revenue Budget and Capital Programme Monitoring 
 
HoFP reported on issues arising from the monitoring of 2015/16 Revenue 
Budget and Capital Programme as at 31 May 2015. 
.  
Although early in the financial year and subject to higher levels of uncertainty, 
the Revenue budget outturn for 2015/16 is projected to be £89,000 
underspent.  The overall Capital Programme is projected to be £30,000 
overspent and the current year’s spending profile is also projected to be 
overspent by £30,000. 
 
HoFP clarified that the total Wholetime overtime budget in L&OD was 
£135,000 with the risk of overspend estimated by the budget manager at 
£35,000. 
 
ACFO requested some amendments and although a further update would be 
provided under agenda item 7, CMT discussed the potential overspend 
relating to the 3tc contract.  There is an off-set in a saving on the Remsdaq 
maintenance budget of £36,000 net per annum with the ICCS and MDT 
elements are already being billed. ACFO clarified the ongoing project costs 
and confirmed that contact with budget managers would be maintained, both 
within ESFRS and WSFRS, during the year to keep a check on any 
overspends.  
 
With regards to the recent NJC communication on the treatment of holiday 
pay, DRR clarified the point made at the last meeting where pre-arranged 
overtime was treated as voluntary and not contractual, which may affect the 
current estimate of £45,000.  HoFP would amend the wording in this section 
accordingly. 
 
ACO(POD) commented on the relocation expenses following staff vacating 
service housing which could be re-assigned towards legal costs, which is 
currently overspent, to which CMT agreed. 
 
TFA clarified the details and figures of the Reserves Projections Capital 
Programme, Capital Receipts Reserve and Improvement & Efficiency and BA.  
 
A discussion took place with regards to the necessity of the Policy & 
Resources Panel meeting on 9 July 2015 in respect to the expected reports for 
approval and the lack of papers for the Scrutiny & Audit Panel.  CFO would 
clarify the position with Members, who would decide whether to proceed. 
 
CMT noted the projected 2015/16 Revenue Budget outturn, the projected 
Capital Programme outturn and the current use of reserves.  CMT also noted 
the monitoring of savings taken in 2015/16, and the current year investments. 
 

 

112/15 Call Over 
 
The following reports were not called over, and therefore all recommendations 
contained within them were agreed:- 
 
- Transferring salary information to e-payslips 
- Data Protection Update 
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113/15 Transferring salary information to e-payslips 
 
HoHR proposed the transfer of salary information from the traditional payslip 
to e-payslips, accessible by individuals through an ePay site.  There would be 
initial low set up costs resulting in an estimated financial saving of 
approximately £7,000 per year.   
 
CMT approved the proposal to transfer salary information to e-payslips. 
 

 

114/15 Transforming Community Fire Stations into health assets: Use of gyms 
by Clinical Commissioning Groups 

Two of the three East Sussex Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) have 
expressed their desire to work with ESFRS to encourage specific patients to 
take exercise as a key element in their approach to return these patients to 
health. 

A number of patients prescribed exercise by their GPs refuse to use Leisure 
Centres but have expressed a willingness to use gyms in fire stations due to 
the non-judgemental and respected reputation of fire fighters. 

If agreed, the process of preparing fire station gyms for wider use as a 
community facility the quality of gyms will result in improvements for staff and 
volunteers and will broaden the use of community fire stations.   

DRR commented on the proposed management for access to gyms and point 
of contact at the CCG to ensure a smooth working process.  Boroughs would 
liaise with the Community Volunteer co-ordinator to ensure appropriate 
volunteer availability and an evaluation of the effectiveness of the project will 
be embedded from the outset.  

CMT approved the use of gym facilities located on community fire stations and 
HQ by patients prescribed exercise by their General Practitioners, subject to 
further clarity on the financial implications. 

 
CMT also approved to commission an assessment of cost to enable a pilot of 
the scheme in the Havens area (using Roedean initially) and Hastings (using 
Bohemia Rd and /or The Ridge) and assess the suitability of all community fire 
station gyms for wider use taking into account accessibility, security and 
interaction with staff.  DPP stated that the financial situation would be clarified 
and an update report would be brought back to CMT in December, prior to 
CMT approving a roll-out of the programme. 

If the pilot is successful, to provide a rolling programme to refurbish gyms to 
provide a suitable environment for Fire and Rescue Service staff, volunteers 
and the public to use. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DPP 
Dec 15 

115/15 Firefighter Fitness 
 
DCFO outlined the purpose of this report and updated CMT on how the 
Service currently meets the requirements set out within the DCLG Addendum 
to the Fire and Resuce National Framework for England – Firefighter fitness 
and made proposals for addressing future requirements of the Service in 
respects to operational fitness.  
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The Service needs to consider how their current processes align to these 
requirements. CMT considered whether the revised Manual Note is amended 
in the short term to incorporate the new guidance, or await for the new best 
practice guidance. 
 
CMT also considered whether the review of the current policy for monitoring 
personnel should incorporate the new standards as identified within the CFOA 
research and subsequent guidance. 
 
DCFO sought clarification from CMT to determine if these amendments should 
take place now and introduce an interim policy or await the published best 
practice following the work from the joint (NJC/DCLG) working group (fitness), 
which should be available early 2016. 
 
It was noted that the report did not include current CFOA Guidance following 
research through the FireFit programme and that Occupational Health 
Assessments and other documents were not included.  DCFO would go back 
to the COT Manager to explain and update the report accordingly. DRR 
enquired whether CMT should agree on their levels against the recommended 
guidance and fitness level of 42.3. 
 
CFO/ACO(POD) and the COT Manager would meet and discuss this further, 
in order to revise the report and bring it back to a future meeting. 

 
CMT considered the current role of the Fitness Advisor, and whether to 
determine if this role will require some amendments in order to meet all of the 
future requirements for the Service. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CFO/ 
ACO(POD) 

Aug 15 

116/15 Data Protection Update 
 
ACFO updated CMT on the issues and progress of Data Protection in 
preparation for pending legislation changes to current Data Protection Act 
1998. The report set out the ESFRS processes of managing all personal and 
sensitive data by ESFRS. 
 
CMT noted the contents of this report. 
 

 

117/15 APFO Membership 
 
ACFO Simon Furlong from Oxfordshire FRS (and APFO South East Regional 
Secretary) provided an overview of the purpose of APFO and how they can 
support its members by way of consultation, negotiation and mediation.  
 
The objectives of APFO are to represent and promote the interests of 
members in conditions of service, legal and employment matters and to 
negotiate the settlement of disputes involving members. 
 
CFO Dave Curry is currently the South East Chair for APFO and other contact 
details were also provided.  A South East APFO Group had been set up on the 
CFOA Communities website which would help the flow of information, in 
particular with promotions and retirements. 
 

 

118/15 Fire Authority Follow Up Actions 
 
CMT noted the forthcoming agenda items and deadlines in addition to any 
outstanding actions. 
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Members Induction Part 1 ACO(POD) stated that this had been arranged for 
the 3 new Members on 18 June 2015 following the Fire Authority meeting. 
However, due to conflicting commitments, 2 Members were now unable to 
attend for the whole session.  Therefore, ACO(POD) suggested that the 
induction be re-arranged for 26 June 2015 to tie in with the second part of the 
induction.  CMT agreed to this and would re-arrange their diaries in order to 
attend this full day event. 
 
TFA provided a brief update on the preparations for the updating of the 
Medium Term Financial Plan and Budget Planning Report 2016/17, which 
were due at the Fire Authority meeting in September.  TFA noted that it was 
likely that in year cuts of 5% would lead to additional cuts to grant in 2016/17, 
over and above the projected amount. 
 

119/15 Date of Next Meeting 
 
The next meeting will be held on 16 July 2015 
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